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Abstract

Commissioning a self driving vehicle to run on road, requires the facilitation of complete vehicle system to work at all conditions. Behavior planning is a crucial part of the autonomous driving system and it is important to ensure safe and comfortable navigation of the ego vehicle. More advancements are required to enhance the data-driven approaches for the planning systems. The urban driving scenarios always possess a variety of disturbances and inefficiencies. In which, the roundabout is a challenging driving task where uncertainties are caused due to static priority rules and occlusions that limits the field of view for the ego vehicle. Thus behavior planning must make sure to consider the uncertainty of limited visibility of the environment explicitly. Although machine learning-based approaches show promising results for behavior planning. A single planner cannot handle all other urban driving scenarios. Hence, an imitation learning-based technique can help the behavior planner to mimic the human expert behavior. In this context, an end-to-end planning system based on imitation learning proposed by Waymo is used. The behavior planning framework makes use of mid-level input and output representations making it viable to be interfaced with existing vehicle system. The planner outputs a set of waypoints to drive the vehicle controller. However, the existing imitation learning-based planning framework with the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) as an expert and policy model made of a multi-task network did not address this use case of occluded roundabouts. As the default IDM generates training data with a visibility of the environment, there arises a need for a strategic approach to handle the occluded environments. This thesis work aims at leveraging the existing planning system to handle the situations in a roundabout with limited visibility. Ultimately, the goal is to train the policy model with more realistic data and enable it to make safe and comfortable driving decisions. For this purpose, an occlusion algorithm is implemented to induce limited visibility of the roundabout environment in simulation. And the expert model is enhanced to handle the limited field of view much similar to how a human driver behaves. Consequently, the training dataset generated from the expert is upgraded with an additional input feature. This add-on feature in the input data provides enough knowledge for the policy to perform well in the occluded environment. A study on modern architecture search is performed and a suitable convolutional network is adopted as the backbone for this multi-task model. The enhanced behavior of the proposed approach is demonstrated via detailed quantitative analysis. For this purpose, a new comfort metric is defined and used as Key performance Indicator (KPI) to evaluate the models. An ablation study is conducted with the expert and confirmed that the new extended IDM behaves more carefully in an occlusion environment. In the end, the influence of the training data is inferred by a detailed comparison of the policy model in default and occlusion environments with different dataset configurations. The importance of more realistic data is realized and also shows that the policy model can imitate the expert behavior well enough. It is exhibited that the proposed methodology can handle the occlusions in the complex roundabout situations in simulation.
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1 Introduction

The autonomous driving industry has seen a rapid growth in terms of research and development since the last decade. Despite of the hard challenges the rate of advancement is consistent over the years. An autonomous driving vehicle comprises of three major systems: Perception, Planning and Control. Similar to a human driver, the perception system is comparable to the human’s eyes, planning to human’s brain, and consciousness and control to the human’s arms and legs. Perception system perceives the environment around the vehicle and localizes the vehicle. Whereas, the planning system operates based on the information from perception to decide on the route to travel and generates the trajectory path accordingly. In this context, planning [65] is a critical task in safe navigation of autonomous vehicle through the environment. In which behavior planning involves making tactical driving decisions like distance keeping, neighboring vehicle interactions. Here the autonomous vehicle must consider the behaviors of other traffic participants as well. Decisions must be made with caution and foresight. The capabilities of behavior decision-making are decisive for enabling safe and socially acceptable autonomous driving in all traffic scenarios. Inappropriate actions may force the automated vehicle itself or another vehicle to perform an uncomfortable or even dangerous maneuver. Improving the intelligence of behavioral decision-making systems is one of the core objectives for autonomous driving. Making safe decisions involves following traffic regulations and communicating with other road users in a reasonable manner. However, due to the complexity of the road topology there exists lot of uncertainties, such as limited sensor measurements, ambiguous motion and intention prediction, and occluded objects. In order to make a good behavior planning system, it requires to learn multiple conflicting objectives like, safety, efficiency, and avoiding collisions among the traffic participants.

Despite many advances in machine learning, still majority of the decision making and planning approach are based on rule-based approaches in the industry. Based on the discussion from Jain et al. [35], it is clear that a large proportion of machine learning resides in the perception and prediction parts of the autonomous driving stack. However, machine learning is not yet in use with the planning systems. Accordingly, rule-based decision-making systems are extensively utilized for behavior planning. Such methods are initially adopted in the DARPA Urban Challenge [17] by most of the teams. Such rule-based systems manually simulate the best decisions while considering all safety and optimality features. They are more inline with human decision making. For simple driving circumstances, rule-based approach is more reliable and straightforward to interpret. On the other hand, such manually designed planning method is incapable of ensuring safe and efficient driving in a complicated environment with various uncertain situations. In addition, such methods lacks the ability to generalize. This leads to the need of more intelligent data-driven solutions in decision making approaches. On the whole, it is also learned that a single approach cannot handle all possible driving scenarios as stated by Lin et al. [48]. There arises a need of special attention to each driving scenario to attain an optimum driving behavior to enable self driving vehicles in the near future.
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1.1 Motivation

A wider capabilities of self-driving vehicles were demonstrated in DARPA Urban Challenge in 2007 [9]. In this challenge, it was exposed that, with a detailed planning framework, an autonomous vehicle might handle a range of urban driving circumstances [55]. It is also noted that, the performance of autonomous driving system is far from the human driving quality. This is mainly due to the limitations of planning systems in handling complex driving scenarios. Among various complex intersections in the urban environment, roundabouts pose an exciting challenge for behavior planning autonomous driving. In this case, when an ego vehicle must enter the roundabout, the interaction among the traffic participants determines the decision [3]. An approaching car must calculate if it can enter without obstructing the flow of traffic. This interaction is highly dynamic since entering traffic does have to stop if the roundabout is not free. In general, each conceivable sequence of ego vehicle action is a plan that may be evaluated using a cost function created by hand. The optimal plan is a set of actions that constitutes minimal cost. In addition, the presence of occlusions in the roundabout elevates the problem of decision-making. Here the ego must deal with visible vehicles as well the vehicles that are blocked by occlusions. The predicted behavior of autonomous vehicle must always be like a human behavior with a broader vision and faster reaction. On comparison with a human driver, a typical driver, would follow creep-and-go method when confronted with roundabout intersection. A human driver usually goes forward carefully, while keeping an eye on the approaching traffic inside the roundabout ahead as he prepares to turn right. In this manner, he gradually improves visibility of the environment until there is a safe distance for turning.

While it is hard to design a planning system to navigate through an occluded roundabout, a human driver can solve it easily. An approach to learn the behavior planner from human driver experts is using imitation learning technique. The benefits of applying imitation learning technique are: firstly there is no need for manual policy design; secondly the planner only needs expert driving data which can be obtained using existing simulation environments. The existing works of imitation learning for driving focuses on directly predicting the control commands from raw sensor inputs [11, 14, 60] and can handle only simple driving tasks like lane following.

1.2 Problem Statement and Objective

Behavior planning is a fundamental part of autonomous vehicles, which must perform decision-making and trajectory planning tasks while coping with occlusions and uncertainty regarding the surrounding vehicles’ behavior. Traffic intersections where vehicles interact with each other and cross surrounding traffic streams are particularly challenging. Among other reasons, this is due to the additional difficulties encountered in those scenarios to obtain accurate predictions and the need to generate safe and efficient plans. There are recent publications [3, 33, 51, 72] that address the challenge of handling occlusions at the intersections. However, the existing solutions are not based on end-to-end learning and also do not leverage the behavior planning system to handle the limited visibility situations in a roundabout scenario. Even the work from ChauffeurNet [2] did not address this use of occlusion handling in behavior planner. Also the existing works on imitation learning has failed to guarantee a safe driving behavior in the occluded roundabouts. In this context,
a novel workflow is proposed to facilitate imitation learning-based behavior planning to ensure safe navigation of the autonomous vehicle at populated roundabouts where dynamic and static obstacles cause occlusions.

The goal of this thesis is to develop a solution for the behavior planning system to deal with occlusions in a roundabout highway environment. The focus is on occlusions, which can have different sources such as buildings and other infrastructure elements, dynamic objects (e.g. trucks) occluding the line of sight, sensor degradation (e.g. dirt), etc. The entry to a roundabout is the focus of this research since it depicts a common traffic condition in which uncertainties play a significant role. This method can be used to solve a variety of problems. The major purpose of this planning is to choose the best acceleration while driving through a roundabout on a pre-defined route while maintaining a target speed, reducing braking, and avoiding crashes similar to what was addressed in [3]. In autonomous driving, there is a lot of emphasis on end-to-end learning approaches that primarily focus on predicting raw control outputs like steering or braking while consuming raw sensor inputs. The sample complexity is the main downside of this approach, so to overcome it, a mid-level input and output representation similar to [2] and [67] is adopted in this work. A planning system using such mid-level representation can be easily interfaced with any existing perception and control systems. Moreover, the network has the freedom to be trained on real or simulated data and can be readily tested and validated in closed-loop simulation before being deployed into the car, which is a significant advantage of mid-level representation. Thus, through this work, the problem of traversing through the roundabout with occluded regions is formulated and an approach using imitation learning is used to deal with occlusions in various driving scenarios.

1.3 Contribution

An imitation learning approach is being used to tackle the problem of occluded regions in a roundabout environment. The work begins with occluding a specific region of a roundabout environment. The decisions made in the design of the occlusion zones are detailed. As a part of imitation learning, the expert demonstrations are collected from the Intelligent Driving Model (IDM) [62]. The IDM is extended to handle the occluded zones and their ability to exhibit a safe driving behavior is assessed using suitable metrics. The extended IDM model is used to generate a set of demonstrations depicting how handle the limited visibility of the environment. The demonstrations are then used to generate the input data in the form of top-down representation. These grid images are then fed into the model architecture as input. Various convolutional layer architectures are evaluated, and an optimal model approach is chosen in the end. The impact on various data components is investigated, and the best optimal model is evaluated by comparing it to the IDM. A complete ablation study is conducted to test the entire strategy of occlusion handling of the behavior planner. Various driving scenarios are taken into consideration and appropriate Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are developed to support the detailed evaluation.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are

- Developed an algorithm that includes dynamic occlusions in the simulation environment to limit the visibility region for ego vehicle.
- Proposed an enhancement for the rule-based expert model to handle the risk in the limited visibility environment.
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- Defined suitable KPI metric to evaluate the new expert behavior against the baseline.
- Enhanced the input grid images with visibility information of the surrounding to enable the policy model learn from the enhanced expert demonstrations more efficiently.
- With detailed search on modern architecture, a new backbone model suitable for the state-of-the-art policy network is proposed to use.
- Quantitative measures are used to evaluate the expert and policy models based on the influence of occluded zones in the environment.

1.4 Outline

The rest of this report is organized into several chapters as follows:

- Chapter 2 provides the necessary background knowledge to understand the fundamental terms and concepts discussed in this thesis work.
- Chapter 3 gives an overview of existing research works that are relevant to this thesis topic. The framework baseline planning system is described and its components are explained in detail. Furthermore, based on the analysis, research questions are formulated concerning to occlusion handling in behavior planning.
- Chapter 4 presents the detailed description of the approach proposed in leveraging the baseline behavior planning framework to handle the occluded environment.
- Chapter 5 illustrates the training procedure and implementation details. The results from policy training are discussed in detail.
- Chapter 6 summarizes about the evaluation setup with suitable scenarios and metrics used for closed-loop evaluation. A detailed discussion is made on the experimental evaluation of expert and policy models. A comprehensive analysis are made based on the influence of training data in policy training. This chapter ends with analysis on the failure cases observed during quantitative evaluation.
- Chapter 7 provides a summary of this thesis work and concludes the whole project. Moreover, it gives a detailed elaboration on possible future work.
2 Background Information

The topics necessary to obtain sufficient background knowledge to understand the technical concepts of the method and comprehensibility of the results in this thesis are discussed in this chapter. The topics cover the importance of behavior planning in autonomous driving system followed by a detailed discussion on behavior planner and imitation learning paradigm. These are brought closer to the reader in the following sections.

2.1 Planning System in Autonomous Vehicle

Autonomous driving vehicles traverse through the environment without the need of human involvement. Regardless of how automated driving functions are classified according to SAE J3016, they are always a technical system that senses, processes, and issues a command. This section explains the technical process inside the autonomous vehicle system and how behavior planning is integrated into the vehicle system.

2.1.1 Autonomous Driving System

According to Pendleton et al. [56], the main competencies of autonomous driving system is categorized into perception, planning and control systems. Figure 2.1, depicts the detailed overview of major components of autonomous vehicle system with a clear distinction between hardware and software parts. The focus of this thesis is narrowed to the software subsystem.

The perception component receives information about the environment through sensors data and constructs an environmental model. Some examples of perception tasks are lane markings, obstacle detection and traffic sign detection. The end of this chain is the control system, which executes the planned maneuvers via actuators and achieves the intended driving behavior.

In between is the component of our focus, the planning system. The process of making deliberate decisions in order to fulfill the vehicles goals to reach the destination point while achieving safety and optimal route, is referred to as planning. Planning takes the output of perception i.e. the environment model as the input and derives the best possible driving trajectory.
2.1.2 Behavior Planning

As per Ilievski et al. [30] the planning task is decomposed into three main sub-tasks: mission planning (or route planning), behavior planning (or decision-making) and local planning (or motion planning). The planning sub-tasks are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Mission planning is the process of making the highest-level decisions about the proposed journey, such as deciding the sequence of roads to take, given the desired destination, the vehicle’s current position, the user’s preferences, and a priori assumptions about road conditions and availability. The mission planner must re-plan if its assumptions are disputed along the way, or if the user makes ad hoc adjustments to the journey’s needs. We do not explore this part of motion planning in the current work because mission planning is already a well-discussed subject in the literature.

Given the route plan from the mission planner, the behavioral planner (or decision maker) makes ad hoc decisions to correctly interact with other agents and observe rules constraints, and thereby generates local objectives, e.g., changing lanes, overtaking, or proceeding through an intersection. The behavioral planner is mainly in charge of making decisions to ensure that the vehicle observes all applicable road laws and interacts with other agents in a normal, safe manner while progressing incrementally along the mission planner’s path.
The motion planner (or local planning) aims to generate safe and smooth paths to achieve local objectives. Typically, local planning is used to move the autonomous vehicle from its current position to a desired position while avoiding obstacles, satisfying comfort criteria, and generally adhering to kinodynamic restrictions. As a result, the behavior planner must ensure to consider the current state of the ego vehicle and environment. Having discussed about each sub-tasks of the planning system, behavior planning is of at most importance to this work.

To move through the environment, the behavior planner must create a sequence of discrete high-level control actions. Basic motions like speeding up, slowing down, and stopping are examples of control actions. The actions must also be consistent with current road conditions, which means they must be developed online based on sensor data. As a result, perception is an important component of behavior planning, but it comes with its own set of obstacles, such as noise, occlusions, and sensor fusion. In this thesis, the problems of occlusions are acknowledged by assuming that the motion planner is given a limited visibility view of the ego vehicle and the external environment. Despite the challenges of inaccurate assumptions and sensing, the behavior planning must respond to the dynamic nature of the world.

2.2 Imitation Learning Paradigm

The goal of imitation learning is to learn to imitate the behavior of the expert. It’s more suitable for autonomous driving applications, which can easily acquire a large amount of human driving data. At data collection phase, an expert (a human driver) receives observation \( o_t \) and outputs a set of actions \( a_t \) at time step \( t \). This observation-action pairs are stored as the dataset, \( D = \{ (o_i, a_i) \}_{i=1}^N \). The policy function is \( f_{o; \theta} \), where \( \theta \) is its parameter. \( f \) can be any function approximator, such as deep neural network as used in this thesis work. Using the collected dataset \( D \), the aim of imitation learning is to learn a policy \( \phi : S \rightarrow A \) that mimics the experts behavior in an optimized manner [74].

The imitation learning problem can be formulated as a supervised learning problem which is similar to the behavior cloning. Where the objective is to optimize the policy parameter \( \theta \) while minimizing the loss function \( \mathcal{L} \) as stated in equation 2.1. Ultimately, the main goal is to match the learned policy function \( f \) to that of its expert function \( f_E \).

\[
\min_{\theta} \sum_{(o_i,a_i) \in D} \mathcal{L} (f(o_i; \theta), a_i) \tag{2.1}
\]

An implicit assumption behind this formulation is that the expert’s actions are fully explained by the observations; that is, there exists a function \( E \) that maps observations to the expert’s actions: \( a_t = E (o_t, h_t) \). Given enough data, a sufficiently expressive approximator will be able to fit the function \( E \) if this assumption holds. This explains why imitation learning works so well for tasks like behavior planning.
3 State-of-the-Art

A detailed review of the literature works related to this thesis topic of occlusion handling in behavior planning are described in this chapter. As imitation learning approach is the main focus to achieve as a part of end-to-end learning. A brief overview of all the existing research works to the best of our knowledge are discussed, starting from occlusion handling in planning, probabilistic planning methods, learning-based planning approaches, and also the literature works in the area of roundabout planning is also reviewed. In addition, the overview about the Bosch in-house planning system is described. Furthermore, a detailed elaboration of various modules involved in the construction of a behavior planning system is presented.

3.1 Occlusion Handling Methods

The occlusion handling planners frequently applies probabilistic models. With the rise of learning-based techniques, machine learning-based approaches are predominantly applied in recent times to solve the problem of occlusions in a complex urban driving intersections.

3.1.1 Probabilistic Methods

Probabilistic techniques, generally assumes a distribution of participants inside an occluded area and adjusts behavior based on the likelihood of interference with the other traffic participants. Based on a probabilistic tracking method, a planning algorithm can consistently handle the occlusions from larger vehicles, such as buses in their own lane [28]. However, such a strategy necessitates the prior detection of the object before entering the obstructed area. A POMDP as a probabilistic model has advantages in terms of generating interaction-aware behavior. Thornton et al. [68] uses the POMDP method to deal with a stationary car parked in front of a crosswalk. The amount of unobservable grids in the discretized state space is used to model occlusions. However, they can only control longitudinal acceleration because the pedestrian is not moving. In [8], a POMDP model is tested for merging onto a priority road while static objects occlude the field of view. The visibility of the corresponding vehicle is indicated by a boolean flag. They search for intersections between a straight line from the respective vehicle to the autonomous car and other objects to calculate visibility. The number of cars in the occluded region is believed to be known ahead of time. Later Bouton et al. [7] presented a scalable strategy for dealing with numerous occluded traffic participants based on utility fusion. For each vehicle in a scenario, the authors solve a POMDP independently. A sum or minimum utility function is used to integrate the generated pairs of beliefs and behavior pairs. The authors show that the computation time scales linearly with the number of identified traffic participants when comparing two offline approaches, QMDP and SARSOP. However, the best behavior must be calculated in advance.
3.1.2 Learning-Based Methods for Occlusion Handling

A learning-based technique based on Deep Q-Learning is used to solve a POMDP that depicts static occlusions at junctions [34]. The authors employ a discretized state space to color label occluded regions in the occupancy map using a ray tracing technique. The agent then determines the best strategy for dealing with the hidden players in the obscured area. Deep Reinforcement Learning, on the other hand, struggles to generalize to new situations and makes approximation errors. Deep reinforcement learning outperformed rule-based systems in terms of success rate and efficiency for a certain intersection (number of lanes) and a specific action (right turn, left turn, or ward passing). When applied to intersections of a different type these models have reduced success rate as they are trained with a specific type of intersection. Isele et al. [32] also demonstrates that consecutive training with various junctions can result in catastrophic forgetting. However, [33] tries to use reinforcement learning on occluded intersections as well. However, the high collision rate demonstrates that this technique is unable to properly comprehend the circumstance and consequently makes incorrect conclusions. Therefore, in order to handle occlusions, it is required to use an imitation learning-based behavior planner.

3.2 Machine Learning-Based Behavior Planning

Planning in general refers to the process of making deliberate decisions in order to fulfill the higher-order goals of an autonomous system, such as getting the vehicle from a starting point to a destination point while avoiding obstacles and optimizing over designed heuristics [56]. There are two types of intelligent planning methods, statistical and Symbolic AI planning. The development of an effective AI system with a layer of reasoning, logic, and learning skills is a fundamental challenge in any autonomous systems. However, most AI systems today have either learning or reasoning skills. Now, a symbolic method can do well in reasoning, provide explanations, and manipulate large data structures. Some of the literature works related to symbolic planning in discussed in [18, 19, 37]. However, symbolic AIL planning has significant problems anchoring its symbols in the perceptual world. On the other hand, the statistical planning has issues with explainability.

A deep look into the works related to imitation learning-based planning that are relevant to this thesis topic are discussed as follows. The ALVINN system [58] was the first imitation learning algorithm used in autonomous driving. It used a three layer neural network to perform road following task based on front camera images [10]. Later, NVIDIA created a end-to-end driving system employing deep convolutional neural networks [5, 6], which was intended to perform a very good lane following in a more challenging circumstances where there are no lane markings recognized. Deep neural networks were also trained to anticipate the high-level control output from camera images and their open loop performance was evaluated. Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) proposed by Kuefler et al. [42] used a simple affordance style features as inputs. Hecker et al. [24] in 2018 published a research that reveals a steering and speed prediction model based on 360-degree camera inputs and a desired route planner. Xu et al. [71] trained a deep driving policy using an FCN-LSTM architecture with a segmentation mask. Despite the fact that [71] had good prediction performance for complicated urban scenarios, it failed to enable closed loop evaluation in real or simulated environments. The CARLA simulator [14] developed in 2019 has opened a new horizon to the autonomous driving systems. CARLA has made the autonomous driving systems to be trained and
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tested in a realistic 3D urban driving simulation environment. Based on CARLA, a conditional imitation learning technique is used in [11] to develop an end-to-end deep policy which can obey the high-level commands like go straight and turn left. Additionally, Sauer et al. [61] predicts numerous affordances based on sensor inputs to operate an autonomous car in the CARLA open source simulation environment.

All of the approaches discussed above use front camera images as inputs. The major hindrance with those approaches is the complexity of direct visual information. The usage of a bird’s-eye view can help to simplify visual information while still providing valuable information for driving. Uber [12, 13] employed a rasterized image with map and object information as the input and built a convolutional neural network to forecast the vehicle’s future route. Waymo [2] employed a comparable mid-to-mid representation similar to Mueller et al. [52] and built a deep learning model that could drive a vehicle through a variety of urban environments when combined with perception and control modules. A complete survey for deep reinforcement and imitation learning based planning methods are discussed in detail in [74].

3.3 Behavior Planning System Architecture

An overall system architecture of neural network based self-driving system is presented in this section.

The end-to-end planning system described by Waymo [2] is shown in figure 3.1. A neural network based planner is used to predict the waypoints which aids in driving the autonomous vehicle system. At each time step, an update about the environment and ego’s state is obtained from the simulation environment or from perception system in real vehicle. The intended path or route is acquired from the router. The information from the environment is rendered into the input grid images described in figure 3.4. They are given to the neural network based policy model which then outputs a future trajectory in the form of waypoints. The predicted waypoints are directly fed to the controls optimizer to extract the low-level control signals that eventually drives the vehicle either in simulation or real world environment. Additionally, Chen et al. [10] utilised the top-down input representation and provided an improved framework for handling complex urban scenarios using imitation learning and a safe set theory based safety controller.

![Figure 3.1: Software Architecture for End-to-End Planning System [2].](image)

3.4 Framework Overview

The details about the in-house planning system at Bosch is described in this section.
The baseline AI planning system which employs imitation learning inspired from ChauffeurNet [2] is explained in this section. The complete workflow of the framework along with training and evaluation pipeline are described in figure 3.2. The components of the pipeline are explained in detail in the following sections.

![Behavior Planning Pipeline](image)

**Figure 3.2:** Behavior Planning Pipeline [41].

From the figure it can be seen that the data from different sources are converted into a common representation called as rollout. The data can be collected from different sources like test vehicle, simulation environment or using open source datasets. The rollouts generally comprises of one scenario with a non-zero duration. It contains the output of the perception system in the form of object lists including ego state. Each rollout is a sequence of state-action pairs. The rollouts are then converted into datasets with input features and labels for each policy class. Next the dataset is fed into a supervised learning training pipeline which supports different input features and output semantics by implementing named inputs and outputs. Finally, the trained policy model is evaluated using closed loop evaluation in simulation.

### 3.4.1 Simulation Environment

In practice, the neural network-based behavior planning model deployed in the real vehicle requires real-time measurement data from the vehicle perception systems to make intelligent decisions. However, as imitation learning approach relies on training data, it is useful to have a simulation environment where the road environment and vehicle movement could be simulated for the purpose of research and development. By means of such simulation environment enough training data could be simulated and the same environment could be used for closed-loop evaluation of the trained model. In this thesis, an open-source Highway-env [43] simulation environment is used. Highway-env is
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Figure 3.3: Highway-env Roundabout Environment [44].

a simulation environment for autonomous driving systems. It supports configuration of desired environment type. In our case, the environment consists of a simulated autonomous vehicles where driving in a roundabout is defined. Various in-house maps of roundabout environment are created for different scenarios. Highway-env supports to perform driving simulations using the in-house maps. The agent model consists of an autonomous vehicle which interacts with the simulated environment through a variety of actions. Other vehicles that are not controlled by the behavior planner are controlled by the IDM. The roundabout topology of the simulation environment along with simulated vehicles are shown in figure 3.3. This figure consists of a three way roundabout as an example. But the roundabout topology used for this thesis work is a four way roundabout.

The input for the highway-env simulator is the control commands which is the given by controllers. These controls are the waypoints in the environment. The training data from the simulation environment, consists of the objects and map data also known as features. These features serve as the input to the ego. The ego vehicle in turn drives through the environment and generates waypoints in return. The resulting features in conjunction with the waypoints are served as a data record. In addition to generation of training data this environment is also used for training and evaluation of the policy models. The simulated training data is stored as a rollout.

Consequently, it is worthwhile discussing the scenarios that can be generated from the highway-env simulation environment. The possible scenarios are empty, general, yielding, yielding preceding, stopping, drive-off, and off-road parked cars. These can be configured in the environment using a scenario generator. The scenario generator specifies the initial speed, target speed, destination location, initial position of ego, target speed as well as the positions of other vehicles in the environment. As the name states, the empty scenario has no traffic in the environment. In yielding, the vehicle has to slow down in response to a traffic. Yielding preceding is an extension of yielding where ego has a preceding vehicle and has to yielding in response to the traffic near the roundabout junction. Whereas, stopping and drive-off corresponding to ego’s behavior of stopping due to an
ahead vehicle and driving off once the path is clear. For occlusion handling, yielding scenario is very important where the behavior planner should make more careful decision to obtain a broader visibility of the environment. It is discussed in detail in the chapter 6.

3.4.2 Rule-based Intelligent Driving Model

The expert model used in the behavior planning framework is the Intelligent Driving Model (IDM) introduced by Treiber et al. [69] is a rule-based model used for human driving behavior. As it combines realistic simulation properties with a simple formulation and calculation, IDM has been used in various scientific projects relating to driver modeling, driving assistance systems, and collective traffic simulations. It has a small set of parameters that are naturally linked to driver characteristics. It is in turn a deterministic model and is constantly dependent on its input variables. IDM strikes a compromise between the desire to drive as quick as possible if there were no vehicle in front, and the requirement to maintain safe distance from the preceding vehicle. Moreover, IDM by default ensures to avoid collision [15].

Consider \( s \) and \( v \) are the longitudinal position and velocity of the ego vehicle. As illustrated in [4], the IDM takes the vehicle’s current speed \( v(t) \), the relative velocity \( \Delta v \) with leading vehicle and the distance \( d = |s-s_1| \) between the ego and the front vehicle. The model calculates a longitudinal acceleration \( a_{IDM} \) as an output as shown in equation 3.1.

\[
a_{IDM} = a \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{v}{v_0} \right)^\delta - \left( \frac{d_{des}}{d} \right) \right] \tag{3.1}
\]

where the desired distance to the preceding vehicle is given in equation 3.2,

\[
d_{des} = d_0 + v \cdot T - \frac{v \cdot \Delta v}{2 \sqrt{a \cdot b}} \tag{3.2}
\]

The IDM has parameters \( v_0, d_0, T, a \) and \( b \) that determine the acceleration output based on the model. There are several parameters that determine the acceleration output based on the information about the environment. Here, \( v_0 \) refers to the desired free cruising speed, \( d_0 \) refers to the minimum distance between the ego and preceding vehicle, \( T \) refers to the minimum time gap between ego and front vehicle, and \( a \) and \( b \) refers to the maximal limits on the acceleration and comfortable deceleration, respectively. By arbitrarily setting the parameter values, a collision-free motion of a vehicle can be simulated. But this cannot guarantee a realistic driving behavior. Though IDM does not explicitly consider risks, some aspects of criticality are handled implicitly by the terms and parameters related to the time gap \( T \) and the deceleration factor \( b \) [4].

3.4.3 Input and Output Representation

Normally, the planning system takes raw sensor data as input and gives the direct control commands such as braking and steering angle as outputs. As mentioned in [10] the raw sensor data contains very high-dimensional information which is affected by various factors like, textures and looks of roads and objects, and also with weather conditions and sunlight. The dataset must contain enough
information for each feature of the sensor data, such as texture, weather, light condition, and object appearance, in order to attain generalization of the learned strategy. Also the variations in vehicle dynamics has major impact on the direct control output. If the vehicle dynamics change, a new policy has to be trained. Hence, the direct mapping of sensor data to the control commands are extremely time consuming and also difficult to obtain generalization.

Therefore, a well-suited input representation is crucial for applying imitation learning technique in the behavior planner successfully. Thus a top-down input representation is adopted inspired from [2]. Also Chen et al. [39] used the similar representation of rasterized images for learning the deep learning-based planner.

The rasterized image contains information about the map and objects in a top-down representation that can be fed to the network to output a drivable trajectory point. In such representation, for any time \( t \) the ego vehicle’s can be represented in a top-down coordinate system. The advantage of this coordinate system is that the ego’s position at a current time \( t \) is always fixed within the image frame. The inputs consists of grid of images of size \( W \times H \) pixels with a resolution \( \Phi \) rendered into the image coordinate system in a top-down manner.

The top-down input representation is composed of six parts. Out of which four are illustrated in figure 3.4. The details are described as follows:

- **High-definition (HD) Map:** The HD map contains the information about the road topology. It gives information about borderlines which is shown in figure 3.4(a). Additionally, the map also renders other features such as road surface, solid and broken lanes markings.

- **Routing:** The routing gives information about the path provided by the route planner. It is the path in which ego vehicle is traverses through the environment. The path is represented by a set of waypoints as shown in figure 3.4(b).

- **History of Detected Objects:** The surrounding objects that are detected in the past are rendered as blue boxes. Three time steps form the past are rendered into different frames.

- **Past Ego States:** The past positions of the ego vehicle are rendered into images. It contains three frames of past time steps.

The box representation of the objects helps in easier generation of input data either from simulation environment or from perception system. This enables testing and validation of the modes in a closed-loop simulations before being deployed into the real vehicle as stated by [2]. The rasterization is an image of size \( H \times W \times C \). Rasterization is an encoding methodology that renders the scene into a sequence of image frames [67].
The end-to-end approaches directly derives low-level controls as output to drive the vehicle. Steering angle and acceleration are some of the examples of low-level controls [54]. Although, with this representation the model has a drawback of not being modular and cannot interface with any system other than the one in which it is trained on. A waypoint output representation is adopted to produce mid level outputs. These can be adjusted individually in each vehicle by the control variables. Therefore, waypoint output representation is used in the state-of-the-art model. The waypoints are depicted in the architecture diagram in figure 3.5.

### 3.4.4 Multi-task Policy Model Architecture

The behavior planning model is composed of three parts. The multi-task network used in this thesis consists of CNN-based backbone model, a waypoint head and a prediction head. Among them, waypoint head is the primary task of the model and the prediction head is the auxiliary task. The backbone model is based on ResNet34 [22] and it takes the rasterized input data as represented in figure 3.4 to create a latent representation of features. These latent features are consumed by The features are then consumed by the waypoint head and prediction head. The waypoint head which is made of Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) outputs a set of waypoints in x and y coordinates that is used to control the ego vehicle. A prediction is also co-trained using same latent features from the output of backbone. Prediction head consists of convolutional network suitable enough to
predict the future poses of dynamic objects. Here, prediction is used as an auxiliary task that helps in improving the generalization of the main planning task. This idea is inspired from ChauffeurNet [2]. The prediction task is only used during training of the behavior planning model and it has no effect at the test time. The details of each components of the network is illustrated in figure 3.5. This multi-task model is capable of behavior planning and shows the potential of imitation learning-based behavior planners.

![Figure 3.5: Illustration of Behavior Planning Network Architecture.](image)

As shown in figure 3.5, a set of rasterized images are fed into the CNN-based backbone model. ResNet34 is the backbone in the baseline model and it is truncated after layer 1 to obtain a feature dimension compatible with the waypoint and prediction heads. The waypoints head outputs a list of waypoints where each point represents x and y positions in the ego coordinate system. The prediction head uses $1 \times 1$ convolutions with stride of 1 [27]. Predominantly ReLU [53] is used as the activation function between the hidden layers of the CNN-based networks. The policy network is trained using supervised learning technique with the help of a special combination of loss functions. The details of loss functions are discussed in section 3.4.5.

### 3.4.5 Loss Functions

In order to train the model to imitate the expert behavior, a specific loss function as specified in equation 3.3 is to be employed. They are discussed in detail in this section. The total imitation loss function is the combination of all the losses discussed as follows.

$$L_{total} = 0.5 \cdot L_{wl1} + 0.5 \cdot L_{path} + L_{wl2} + 10 \cdot L_C + 0.2 \cdot L_R$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)
Waypoint L1 Loss

This is a robust loss function with fast convergence, that combines the properties of the absolute and the quadratic loss. A Huber loss is a piece-wise function used to combine the quadratic and absolute losses where they work the best. Waypoint L1 loss is calculated using huber loss function [20] with $\delta = 1$ and $k$ time steps. Equation 3.4 describes the loss function used to computed waypoint L1 loss smooth.

$$L_{wl1} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2}a^2 & \text{for } |a| \leq \delta \\ \delta |a| - \frac{1}{2} \delta^2 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (3.4)

Where, $a$ is the absolute value of waypoint output $p_k$ and the waypoint ground-truth labels $p_{gt}^k$.

Path L1 Loss

The path loss function is used to calculate the L1-norm between waypoints and their corresponding ground-truth waypoints and are matched to the path in Euclidean space. Consider $x_k$ is the waypoint output, $y_k$ is the ground-truth waypoints and $p_k$ is the path polyline points. Path L1 loss is calculated according to function specified in equation 3.5.

$$L_{path} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_k - point_k|$$ (3.5)

Waypoint Derivation Discount Loss

Waypoint derivation discount $L_{wl2}$ loss is calculated using L2-norm of waypoint based on absolute derivation. It is mainly intended to calculate absolute velocity loss. A first order derivative of L2-norm is obtained and the loss value is calculated between output waypoints and their corresponding ground-truth.

Auxiliary Losses

By co-training a prediction head to predict the future positions of the dynamic agents by sharing the same feature representation $F$ used by waypoint head. It is more likely to induce the backbone network to learn better features that are suited to enhance the waypoint prediction output. Losses calculated from prediction head are discussed as follows.

1. Prediction Classification Loss

This is an object detection loss for the anchors on a grid image [27]. It is mainly used for classification only and hence it adds a cross-entropy loss to the predicted output $x'$ to its ground-truth label $y'$. Based on the research work from Lin et al. [47], a modulating factor
can be added to the cross-entropy loss to handle the imbalances during the training process. The focal loss is depicted in the equation 3.6. The prediction classification loss is calculated based on modified cross-entropy loss and it is named as $L_C$.

$$L_C(p_t) = -(1 - p_t)^\gamma \log(p_t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

2. Prediction Regression Loss

For a regression task, the prediction loss [27] for the anchors on the grid images are calculated by absolute difference between the prediction output and the ground-truth labels and finally averaged over the ground-truth points. The prediction regression loss is termed as $L_R$.

3.4.6 Evaluation Pipeline

There are wide range of methods for evaluating the policy models in the literature. The evaluation can take place in different steps. The machine learning methods are predominantly evaluated with learning curves. In addition, the models can be evaluated on the basis of validation data. The evaluation pipeline illustrated in figure 3.2 is described here. As already mentioned, a closed-loop evaluation is employed using the simulation environment. The evaluation pipeline consists of various scenarios 3.4.1 and quantitative metrics specific to the roundabout driving use case.

Kothari et al. [40] presented an extensive closed-loop evaluation protocol for testing the learned policies. Within this pipeline, the user can access all the important simulation artifacts such as waypoints, maps, agents and log reply of ego vehicle. Counterfactual policy evaluation was introduced by Hart and Knoll [21] to review the generalization of the trained policy. Here, reflections on events that have not occurred are executed during evaluation. As a result different scenarios are developed and the generalization of the learned model can be ensured. The ego vehicle and the other road users are always initialized at the same position and at the same initial speed. What is changed is the driver model of one of the other Vehicles. For this purpose, the surrounding vehicles are assigned with different accelerations. The ideas of these previous are incorporated into the evaluation pipeline used in this thesis.

To evaluate the driving manoeuvres, different metrics are presented in the literature. Also in order to support en effective closed-loop evaluation suitable metrics are necessary based on the use case. Kothari et al. [40] proposed two sets of metrics: distance-based metrics specific to imitation learning and safety specific metrics to capture various collisions between the ego and the surrounding vehicles. Chen et al. [10] in 2019 used two-metrics for closed-loop evaluation. One is success rate and other measure the violations. By defining starting and ending points the success rate of the model is measured and can be determined across all scenarios. Whereas, Isele et al. [33] utilized four metrics, percentage of success, percentage of collision of ego, average time taken to reach the destination and average braking time for evaluating the Deep Q Network to ensure that it navigates through the occluded intersections safely. Inspired from the above mentioned literature work, ratio of rollouts ending in success and ratio of rollouts ending in collision are used as evaluation metrics in this thesis work. Additionally there are other metrics that are employed specific to the roundabout driving scenario. The appropriate metrics used for experimental evaluation are defined in detail in section 6.2.
3.5 Specific Research Questions

Based on the analysis of the state-of-the-art behavior planning framework, the possible research questions are formulated which needs to be explored and analysed in this thesis work. They are as follows:

RQ1 How to design occlusions in the roundabout environment?
RQ2 How can the baseline IDM be enhanced to handle the occlusions present in the environment?
RQ3 How to evaluate the performance of the extended IDM while navigating through the occluded roundabout?
RQ4 How to restore the performance of the policy model when supplied with a limited visibility dataset?
4 Methodology

The methodology used to handle occlusions in a roundabout environment with an imitation learning-based behavior planning is described in this chapter. The algorithm used to include occlusions in the roundabout, the creation of expert demonstrations, and ideas for feeding the additional information to the input data followed by various backbone model architectures are discussed. This chapter also includes the details on policy training and the corresponding training results. Finally, a brief about the optimization algorithm used for tuning the hyperparameters are also discussed.

In this thesis, we assume that we already have a functioning perception module to process the raw sensor data. For example, we can use a localization system to estimate ego vehicle pose, an object detection system to detect the bounding box, position and heading of surrounding objects, and a traffic light detector to tell the states of traffic lights. Furthermore, we have access to the High-Definition (HD) map data for the area that the ego vehicle is operating, as well as the routing information which guides the ego vehicle to a specified goal position. This is a valid assumption because, they are not difficult to obtain with existing autonomous driving technology.

4.1 Baseline Model

The multi-task model detailed in section 3.4.4. is used as a baseline model for handling occlusions in behavior planner. Then potential enhancements are made on top of it. A static priority rule-based IDM model is used as expert model. IDM used to generate training dataset for the policy model from the highway-env simulation environment. The policy model as already stated consists of CNN backbone made of ResNet34 [22], MLP-based waypoint head to output future waypoints. The policy model is also equipped with a CNN-based prediction head [27] as an auxiliary task to enhance the waypoint prediction task. This baseline model was developed to implement the task of an automatic waypoint prediction for behavior planning. Figure 3.5 shows the selected model architecture. The input is processed by a backbone model and then passed to a set of fully connected layers and finally outputs the path points. Grid images as shown in figure 3.4 are used as input features. They contain the following information: Current ego position, history of ego position, current position of other objects, history of other objects, lane markings. The images have a resolution of 64 x 64 pixels. At the specified resolution of 1.0 m/pixel, this corresponds to a viewing range of approximately 64 m in the direction of travel and in the lateral direction. The ego vehicle is positioned at a distance of 21 pixels, i.e. 21 m, from the top edge of the image, with the direction of travel pointing downwards. This gives the vehicle a visual range of 43 m to the front. The history of the last two ego positions and the last two positions of other objects is scanned every 3 secs. This results in 10 binary images. Therefore each sample consists of an image with 10 binary channels. The corresponding labels are also created for each sample. These consist of the next 15 waypoints that the ego vehicle drives through. They are also specified every 3 secs as the input features. In other words, a trajectory is output for every 3 secs.
4 Methodology

4.2 Proposed Approach

The methodology proposed to solve the risk in the roundabout environment due to the presence of occlusions is outlined in this section. Firstly, as described in section 3.4.1, a simulation environment is used for generating datasets for training the behavior planner. Hence, an occlusion region is included in the environment using the object filter algorithm. Once, the environment poses occluded zones, the existing baseline IDM has to be extended to handle the limited visibility of the occlusion environment. This is essential to ensure safe and comfortable driving in the occluded regions. The new extensions to the IDM model are evaluated by observing a potential difference in its driving behavior in an occluded environment. For this purpose, a new KPI metric is defined to perform a quantitative comparison of the extended IDM with its baseline model.

As a next step, the demonstration from extended IDM serves as a new data to training the policy model. In this case, the policy learns to imitate the driving behavior from expert demonstrations, but it may not be able to differentiate the occluded zones in the environment. Hence, it is necessary to feed the visibility region information to the CNN-backbone network of the policy model. Adding an additional channel to the input top-down grid images could be a viable solution to solve this case. A clear indication of the occluded and visible regions of the environment through a binary image can leverage the policy model to handle the invisible zones and provide a desired driving behavior. In the course of action, various CNN-based backbone model architectures used to train the policy, to achieve the desired results. Additionally, BOHP [16] optimization algorithm is used for tuning the hyperparameters for the policy training. Finally, each deep neural network policy model is evaluated by closed-loop simulation environment with and without occlusion zones under several driving scenarios and a comparative study is made and elaborated.

4.3 Occlusion Algorithm

Occlusions are common in urban traffic situations, particularly in the roundabout. The two types of occlusions as stated in [57] are considered in this work they are as follows:

- **Object occlusion**: Static or dynamic objects in the street scene are partially or entirely occluded. This makes it difficult to recognize and track such objects and poses a potential risk when driving.
- **Free space occlusion**: Some occluder in the surroundings environment blocks some region. As it is highly unknown if the occluded region is clear of impediments and suitable to drive, this is a challenging scenario for prediction and planning.

For the purpose of occlusion handling in roundabout, both of the above types are considered. An algorithm is developed to include occlusion regions in the simulation environment as stated in section 4.2. A HD map data of roundabout environment is used to define the occlusion zones. Logically, the area inside the roundabout near the intersection could be an occluded zone for any ego vehicle approaching the roundabout. In terms of this assumption, a fixed area in the map is defined as occluded zone as depicted in figure 4.1 which has high probability of hindering the visibility of the vehicle and causes risk. The figure shows the regions of fixed occluded zones in a 4-way roundabout map. There are four occlusion zones $O_k$ near the junctions of the roundabout. A four
way roundabout map is predominantly considered throughout this thesis. The path through which the ego travels via the roundabout is showed in the figure according to their map coordinates. The orange region is the starting position of the ego vehicle. The marked rectangles in the roundabout path are the fixed occlusion zones. As a sample, based on the current ego position (orange), the more relevant occlusion is the red color rectangle.

**Figure 4.1:** Fixed Occlusion Zones in the Roundabout.

Having known the location coordinates of the occlusion zone, an object filter algorithm is implemented to remove all the objects i.e., the vehicles that enter inside the occluded zone of the environment. In such a way, an occlusion is being included to the roundabout environment, where the ego vehicle will have access to only limited object lists. Once, the vehicle is out of the occlusion zone, it will suddenly be visible to the ego vehicle, and it will be hard for the ego to handle this situation effectively and quickly to avoid risks. The flow of the algorithm implementation is described is described in the flow chart shown in figure 4.3.

### 4.3.1 Dynamic Occlusion Zones

The simulation environment using in this work has only single ego vehicle, at any point of time \( t \), hence it is viable to have only one of the four occluded zones at any point of time. The main reason is that considering the static driving rules, only a single zone near the ego’s path has a potential risk of occluding the vision of the ego. Hence, the fixed zones are made to be dynamically active based on the ego’s current position. To realize this, another set of zones called as trigger zones \( T_k \) are defined in the pathway towards the roundabout junction. Figure 4.2 depicts the set of trigger zones in green color defined on the four way roundabout HD map. Considering the trigger zone information, the object filter algorithm is modified to activate a single occlusion zone \( i \in O_k \) if the current ego position is inside the corresponding trigger zone \( j \in T_k \). In addition, to avoid ego
vehicle being stuck inside the trigger zone, it is important to fix the trigger zones at a reasonable
distance from the roundabout junction. In this work, trigger zones are fixed at a distance 5 meters
away which is one vehicle size in the environment.

![Roundabout with Trigger and Occlusions Zones.](image)

**Figure 4.2:** Roundabout with Trigger and Occlusions Zones.

Finally, the complete object filter algorithm used to induce occluded region in the highway-env
simulation environment is depicted in the flow chart shown in figure 4.3. Accordingly, the rollouts
\( R_i \) are the sequence of actions generated per time steps in the simulation environment. Each rollout
is a combination of series of frames \( f_i \). And each frame contains the list of objects at a particular
time instance. The rollouts also has more information such as ego ID, current ego speed, current
position of ego and other vehicles etc. As per the flow chart in figure 4.3, the information about
objects lists are acquired from the frames of the rollout. If the object is an ego vehicle it is retained.
Otherwise, the object in the frame is retained only if it is not inside the occlusion zone. In case
if the object is present inside the fixed occlusion zone, it is filtered. And hence this algorithm is
termed as an object filter algorithm.
4.4 Expert Enhancement

The IDM described in section 3.4.2, is considered as the baseline IDM which is capable of handling the default environment with full visibility. When it gets exposed to occlusion environment it suffers from limited visibility. Minor tweaks are to be applied to the IDM to provide additional logic for handling occluded roundabouts. This is essential to obtain reasonable results without any collisions in case of situations with limited visibility. The list of enhancements added to the IDM model are:

- Spawning a vehicle inside the active occlusion zones featuring with a target velocity meanwhile ensuring minimum distance between the vehicles.
- Enable the ability of IDM to hallucinate about the hidden spawned vehicles.
- Yielding logic is extended for the hallucinated vehicles as well to respect the static priority rules.
- Crawling (or creeping) behavior is induced to handle when the target speed gets zero inside the trigger zone.

Figure 4.3: Occlusion Algorithm.
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The above described extensions are applied to IDM to be usable for the behavior planning in the occluded roundabout scenarios and this enhanced expert is called as extended IDM. A complete flow of how the existing baseline IDM is used to adapt to the proposed extensions are described in figure 4.4.

Accordingly, the IDM gets information about the HP map and object filter config as its inputs. It is able to calculate the reduced set of objects from the occlusion environment. Meanwhile, by using the map and object filter configurations, IDM spawns vehicles inside the active occlusion zones alone. The spawn is done based on the parameters of the frenet coordinate system with a desired speed and position. By doing do, IDM knows the positions of the spawned vehicles that are inside the hidden areas. It enables the IDM to hallucinate about their presence. Finally, as per the baseline IDM strategy, the new IDM also check for static priority rules. But as a change the new IDM uses both the hallucinated objects and reduced objects lists and check for the regulatory rules. In general, the static (or regulatory rules) checks the lane position and speed of the vehicles and verifies if there is a possibility of collision. If a collision possibility is found, it makes the ego (i.e, IDM in this case) to yield near the junction of the roundabout. The same rules are illustrated in the flowchart shown in figure 4.4. If no collision is found to happen, then the IDM is free to move forward. In this extended IDM, the hallucinated and reduced objects enables the IDM to check of rules and drive more carefully than the baseline IDM, which is the desired behavior.

4.4.1 Creeping Action

While testing the performance of the Extended IDM, it is observed that extended IDM is able to hallucinate about a hidden vehicle inside the occlusion zone base on algorithm in figure 4.4. There arises a situation during yielding scenario, when IDM is travelling through the trigger zone, it is able to see the hallucinated vehicle and react to it by yielding. Such yielding action results in a speed of 0, thus IDM gets stuck inside the trigger and cannot able to drive forward.
To overcome this issue, a creeping action is induced to the IDM model. For this purpose, a priority order is set for checking the static priority rules. Once the vehicles are spawned and added to the hallucinated vehicles list, a regulatory rules check is first made for the hallucinated vehicles alone. In this case, an yielding action of the IDM is monitored continuously and whenever the speed gets zero during yielding for the hallucinated vehicles, an external push is given to extended IDM by resetting the speed to a crawling velocity. At the end, the same regulatory rules are checked for reduced objects list which comprises of visible vehicles of the environment to ensure a safe and rule-obeying behavior.

4.5 KPI Definition

The baseline IDM when exposed to an occlusion environment, has visibility only to a reduced set of objects and this version of IDM is called as limited visibility IDM. There expected a collision with suddenly appearing vehicles at the junction. Surprisingly, the baseline IDM is good enough to handle such limited visibility without crashing to any vehicle by following the static priority rules.

As it did not crash as expected, there arises a need to define a new comfort metric based on the heuristics. In this case, the velocity profile is taken into consideration. Maximum deceleration during braking \((m/s^2)\) KPI is defined based on the rate of braking.

A detailed analysis of experts: baseline, limited visibility and extended IDM, has resulted in an observation where the braking behavior of the models are different. A study is conducted to understand the braking behavior by deeply analysing the velocity profiles of the three experts. Figure 4.5 shows the velocity plot of the experts for each timestamp. In general, there are four regions in the velocity graph: initial acceleration, braking, crawling, post acceleration. It is observed that all the three models starts with a initial velocity and accelerates during initial driving. When the IDM is near to the roundabout junction, it yields by braking (or deceleration) to adhere to the priority rules. After yielding, IDM waits until the traffic is clear, it is reflected in the curve with a constant velocity values in the crawling region. Once, the roundabout is free to drive, IDM gets priority and it drives off. The drive off is visualised by shooting velocity values in the post acceleration phase.

For analysis, the braking region of the velocity profile is considered as the area of interest. From the graph shown in figure 4.5 it is evident that the limited visibility IDM has a hard braking behavior. It starts braking later than other two models and also it brakes sharp to a velocity close to zero. In the meantime, baseline IDM starts braking little earlier than limited visibility model and this also exhibits a steep curve in braking region causing discomfort. On the other hand, the extended IDM showcases a comfortable driving behavior by braking very early and slowly. The slope of extended IDM is not very steep, additionally the IDM poses a minimal crawling velocity and hence it is moving steadily towards the junction. Therefore, the above analysis paves way for a definition of new KPI metric to evaluate the IDM models.
4 Methodology

4.5.1 Maximum Deceleration during Braking

Maximum deceleration during braking (m/s\(^2\)) KPI is defined based on the rate of braking as discussed in previous section. The algorithm is described in pseudocode below. Two thresholds are used in this algorithm namely velocity before stopping of 0.24 (m/s) and minimum velocity drop of 6 (m/s).

```
for i in timesteps:
    for j in i:
        if velocity[i] - velcoity[j] > minVelocityDrop_threshold:
            braking_acceleration = (velocity[i] - velocity[j])/(j-i)
            if(length(braking acceleration) >0):
                maximum_Deceleration = max(braking_acceleration)
```

The figure 4.6 shows the evaluation results of three IDM experts corresponding to the new KPI. Here, the extended IDM model is referred as full-idm in the figure 4.6. Where, the lines are the confidence interval of the result and their mean value is indicated with a point. It can be verified that the extended IDM (or full-idm) has lower mean value and confidence interval which shows that the extended IDM is behavior in a more careful manner and started braking early and smoothly in the presence of occluded regions in the environment.
4.6 Enhancement of Visibility Feature

The rollouts generated from extended IDM model has information of reduced object lists. Which means that certain objects are hidden due to occlusions. The ability of existing policy model is limited to understand the reduced list of objects. Hence, the existing heuristics planner can be enhanced to provide a reasonable behavior by added an additional channel to the input rasterized grid images. The new channel includes the information about occluded and non occluded regions of the map. By doing so it is possible to obtain a better feature representation and planner (policy) can be restored to execute the baseline behavior in presence of occluded regions.

The extended IDM evaluated in open loop with the simulation environment gives a series of rollouts. Each rollouts has number of frames representing sequence of actions. The frames can be filtered using the object filter algorithm and outputs a reduced set of frames with objects positioned outside the occlusion zones. The filtered frames can be used to extract the input features. Major features required to form the grid images are: ego pose, map information, traffic participants and positions of other vehicles. Each channel is represented using these collected features. As an enhancement, in order to represent the visibility information, object filter information like: occlusion and trigger zones, and current ego position is utilized.

Figure 4.6: Result of Maximum Deceleration during Braking KPI.
Using the object filter data extracted from rollouts and ego position, a set of active occlusion zones are found. Each zone in the active occlusions list is transformed into a frame of world coordinates. A polyline is formed using the transformed points with unit is metre and it is filled with gray shade. The filled polyline is added to the image frame of size $H \times W$ compatible with the grid data structure. Figure 4.7 shows the binary image of visibility layer. The active occlusion region is masked with a grey shade polyline. As only one ego vehicle is considered in this thesis, only one of the four proposed occlusion zones can be active at any given moment. As a result, a single polyline indicating the active occlusion and its related position can be seen in the visibility layer.
4.7 Policy Model Enhancement

The visibility channel added to the grid input data is visualized by generating grid video of the dataset. Sample frames are extracted from the grid video and are presented in figure 4.8. The figure shows ego vehicle as a green box and the visibility information color coded as grey area inside the roundabout region. The grey area in turn means that the area is occluded and the object inside them are hidden. The red boxes are the traffic participants. The intended route of the ego is shown as the pink line. Ego vehicle driving towards the left, sees an occluded region to its right side. Figure 4.8(a) shows that there two other vehicles in the environment. And the ego is yielding near the roundabout junction in reaction to the occlusion region visible to it at an initial time step $t = n$ secs. Where as in figure 4.8(b) which is a subsequent frame, shows that there a third vehicle popping out from the grey occluded area. As a result it is inferred that at time $t = n$ sec in figure 4.8(a) one of the traffic participant is hidden inside the occlusion zone, which eventually made the ego vehicle to yield. After some time steps, the visibility layer of the occlusion zone disappears as the ego steps out of the trigger zone. It is shown in figure 4.8(c). Therefore, it is inferred that the visibility channel contains a mask to identify the active occlusion zone. Such masked channel information enables the policy model to understand the presence of invisible regions.

4.7 Policy Model Enhancement

In the baseline policy model ResNet34 [22] truncated at features layer 1 is used as a backbone model to extract a latent representation of the input grid images. The truncation is done to generate latent features of dimension compatible with the MLP and prediction heads. As the input data is enhanced with additional channels in this thesis work, an alternate backbone model is required to achieve the desired driving behavior either inline or beyond the performance of the existing baseline policy model.

4.7.1 Backbone Architectures

A deep look into the recent advances in the convolutional networks have given more insights on the new developed models. Four different CNN-based models are selected to experiment with policy training. They are ResNet50 [22], MobileNet-V2 [59], EfficientNet-B0 [66] and ConvNeXt-Base [49] models. Among them ConvNeXt architecture is explained in detail in this section.
In recent times, vision transformers play a major role in image classification and surpassed convolutional networks. But vision transformer by itself faces difficulties when applied to general computer vision tasks such as object detection and semantic segmentation. A hybrid approach is introduced that makes Transformers a viable vision backbone. However, the effectiveness of such hybrid approaches is still largely credited to the intrinsic superiority of Transformers, rather than the inherent inductive biases of convolutions [49]. ConvNeXt are designed using ConvNets [23, 64] and have shown to have comparable performance as that of Transformers.

**ConvNeXt**

A detailed description of ConvNeXt are as follows, the idea started with resNet50 and enhanced the macro design patchifying the stem. It also adapted ResNetXt based structure with a combination of depth-wise convolution and $1 \times 1$ convolution that supports in aggregating the information spatially and across the channels respectively. The network width is increased as proposed in ResNeXt [70] and leads to increased FLOPS. The model is also designed to have a global receptive field by making use of large kernels of size $7 \times 7$. As ConvNets extensively used ReLU [29, 53] activation function, a more smoother version of ReLU which is Gaussian Error Linear Unit (GELU) [26] is utilized in ConvNeXt. More focus is given to making use of fewer activation’s and normalization layers. Batch norm (BN) [31] in usual ConvNets as replaced with Layer Norm (LN) [1] in each residual block. Moreover, separate downsampling layers with $2 \times 2$ convolution with stride 2 are used. This modifications stabilizes with additional normalization layers whenever spatial resolution is changed. The architecture of ConvNeXt is shown in figure 4.9. Overall, ConvNeXt has benefits than ResNet34 in terms of accuracy and scalability, while maintaining the simplicity and efficiency of standard ConvNets.

Therefore, considering all the benefits of ConvNeXt, the base version is used as an enhancement to the backbone architecture of the policy model to generate feature representation in latent space. Additionally, the ConvNeXt-base is truncated after the first feature layer to generate features of suitable dimensions.
4.8 Summary

In summary, this chapter demonstrates the methodology adopted to handle the occluded roundabout environment. An occlusion is induced to the highway-env simulation environment using the newly defined object filter algorithm. The configurations of occlusion and triggered zones are depicted along their use cases. This thesis report proposes an enhancement to the expert model resulting in a new extended IDM that can handle the occluded zones by showing a more careful driving. The extended IDM is evaluated using newly defined KPI metric which showcases a comfortable driving behavior. In order to enable the policy model to handle the occluded roundabout more effectively, the input grid dataset is enhanced with a visibility information. This visibility feature is encoded to the training datasets as an additional channel. Moreover, in order to handle the datasets with enhanced the features a variant of convolutional network i.e, ConvNeXt is proposed to be used as the backbone of the policy model.
5 Experimental Setup and Results

The process of generating rollouts from extended IDM demonstrations are described in detail in this chapter. In the next step, the list of datasets generated for training the policy model are discussed. This chapter also covers the details of policy training procedure. The results of policy trainings are also presented with a detailed discussion. Finally, the hyperparameter tuning of the new policy model is discussed.

5.1 Rollouts Generation

Rollouts comprises of one scenario with nonzero duration. For example, a drive through a roundabout junction in this case. It contains perception output in the form of object lists including ego state.

Theoretically, the development of a neural network for behavior planning can only take place on the basis of real measurement data. However, it is helpful to have a simulation environment in which it is possible to simulate a road environment as well as the movement of other vehicles. This can then be used to simulate further training data and to evaluate the trained model in a closed-loop simulation. For this, an environment developed in-house based on the open-source simulator highway-env [43] is used. Highway-env makes it possible to perform driving simulations on various maps created in-house. In addition, a connection to the open source data set is possible. "highway-env" can be used to create synthetic training data or to test the trained model in a closed-loop simulation. The vehicles that are not controlled by the own planner are controlled by the IDM. The objects and map data generated in the simulation environment are features, which then serve as input for the expert driver model. The IDM, in turn generates waypoints that are returned to the simulation environment. This enables driving scenarios to be generated and the resulting features in conjunction with the waypoints are saved as a data record. Simulated data is also stored as a rollout.

In simple terms, one rollouts represents one sequence of planned action. The rollouts are generated from dataset or simulation environment by driving the expert as depicted in figure 5.1. In addition, rollouts can be generated for environment with various scenarios. Around 1000 episodes are generated for each scenario. Out of all the scenarios specified in section 3.4.1 only empty, general, yielding, yielding preceding are taken into consideration when extended IDM is used as the expert model to generate rollouts. The reason behind this due to the fact that, occlusion handling problem is mainly focused on the yielding and other that are relevant to it. Where as, the rollouts for all other scenarios such as stopping, drive off and off-road parked cars are generated using baseline IDM as it can handle these special topologies. These scenarios are generated using scenario catalogues.
In this thesis, two sets of rollouts are generated. First set of rollouts are from the baseline IDM as expert in a default roundabout environment with no occlusions. This set of rollouts are named as baselineIDM rollouts. Other set is extendedIDM rollouts which are generated using new IDM as expert model over a roundabout environment with occlusions induced via object filter config.

5.2 Dataset Generation

The training data for imitation learning is primarily taken from simulated environment, with some real data thrown in for a good measure. The real data, is gathered from the rollouts that are generated by driving through a roundabout in the real world. The simulation data is generated from the rollouts created using highway-env [43] simulation framework.

After the rollouts have been generated, the next step is to standardize them by creating data records. Only one feature generator and label generator are required to create the training and validation data sets from all data. When training the models, i.e. in imitation learning, the model is trained using the features. The models outputs a set of waypoints, which are evaluated by means of the loss function in conjunction with the labels. A trained model can then be evaluated in the simulation environment. The scenarios generated are stored as a rollout and evaluation metrics are calculated.

Different versions of datasets are generated for the purpose of testing the model performance in handling occlusions. The proposed methodology is applied in steps to the dataset. The list of five datasets generated and their corresponding sources are listed:

1. **B0** - rollouts are from baseline IDM demonstration.
2. **B1** - rollouts from baseline IDM evaluated in default environment. Thus rollouts has full list of objects but certain objects in the specific regions are filtered or masked during dataset generation.
3. **B2** - same as the previous one, uses baseline IDM rollouts and applies filter during dataset creation. Additionally, adds visibility layer to the input features in dataset creation.
4. **E1** - rollouts are generated form extended IDM demonstrations in an occluded environment.
5. **E2** - rollouts from extended IDM are used along with that visibility information of occluded and non-occluded region is encoded into the grid features of the dataset.
The process of datasets generation based on the source IDM is described in the figure 5.3. It could be easily inferred from the figure that Bx series of datasets are generated from baseline IDM. Whereas, Ex series of datasets are generated from extended IDM.

5.3 Policy Training

Trainings are carried out with different model configurations and the result is evaluated on the basis of different metrics. The main aim is to ultimately obtain a model configuration that makes it possible for the trained policy to handle occluded roundabout environment while preventing crash and discomfort in driving behavior. For this, the policy network with different backbone models are implemented and with same set of training datasets and Hyperparameters. By analysing the training results, it is possible to determine which model configuration is well suited to learn a policy.

The training datasets are generated from expert demonstration in simulation environment with and without occluded regions. The list of datasets used for training are listed in 5.2 along with the details of the features generator configuration. Each datasets consists of features and their corresponding labels. The labels serve as a ground truth for the supervised learning technique. Datasets from 8 different roundabout driving scenarios are used for training. The datasets are split into train and dev (also known as development or validation) subsets for training and validation processes respectively. Both train and dev datasets are encountered with augmentation using random rotation similar to [2]. With the given probability value, the input features and labels are rotated around the centre with respect to ego location. The rotation angle is uniformly sampled between [-degrees, degrees]. Gradient clipping with pre-determined gradient threshold is used during training the policy model. This prevents any gradient to have norm greater than the threshold and thus the gradients are clipped. With this, the problem of exploding gradients is prevented and aids in stable training.
A combination of loss functions as specified in section 3.4.5 are used for model training. As the datasets are represented as rasterized grid images, the shape of input grid images is $H \times W \times 10$ for datasets without visibility layer and $H \times W \times 11$ for datasets with visibility channel. The input images of size $64 \times 64$ is employed during training. Various training experiments are conducted for each dataset. We began by training the baseline policy model using ResNet34 as backbone inspired from [73] using IL technique. Later, enhanced the backbone to latest versions of ConvNets as specified in section 4.7.1 retrained. Each training is executed for 50 epochs with a batch size of 512. The learning rate is 0.001 and an exponential learning rate scheduler [46] is used as the optimizer with $\gamma = 0.94$. The clip gradient norm threshold is 1. with The training data is augmented with a degree of 5 and probability of 0.5. Finally, a regularization technique with weight decay of $0.0004884316427125545$ is utilized in training. The output of the model is 15 waypoints as $x$ and $y$ coordinates. All the experiments are conducted on a NVIDIA Titan GPU that helps to accelerate the learning of the policy function.

5.3.1 Training Procedure

Besides our the proposed model with ConvNeXt backbone using extended IDM rollouts along with visibility layer as input data, we also train and test the models without visibility layer, also with and without object filter (i.e, occluding objects) for a detailed comparison. The datasets used for training are already illustrated in figure 5.3. The training procedure with dataset and model configurations are described in figure 5.3 for better understanding. Accordingly, the policy model receives five types of datasets namely B0, B1, B2, E1 and E2 as inputs. Next, the backbone models are varied as mentioned in section 4.7.1. Accordingly, the arguments and discussions in this thesis are only based on ResNet34 and ConvNeXt based policy model. All the models are trained in an end-to-end manner with same set of datasets under same conditions.

![Training Procedure of Policy Models](image_url)
5.3 Policy Training

5.3.2 Training Results

During training the policy models are varied with different configurations of datasets and backbone model, resulting in five training courses for each backbone. The metrics with which the models are evaluated are the training loss and the development (or validation) loss. These are averaged and compared for each model. The training results are shown in table 5.1.

The details of training and development losses are specified for each training configuration. On analysis of the training results concerning the datasets, B0 is the baseline dataset generated from the baseline IDM model. It is observed that the models using datasets from baseline IDM i.e., B0, B1, and B2 have almost the same loss values for a configured backbone model. In which, B1 and B2 datasets are created from baseline IDM rollouts with object filter and visibility layer configurations. Whereas, the training and development losses of extended IDM based datasets (E1 and E2) are marginally low when compared to the Bx datasets. The reason behind such observation is that the B1 and B2 datasets are created from the baseline IDM model that has complete visibility of the environment. So the policy is unable to get the complete information that the expert already has seen. On the other hand, Ex datasets are easier for the policy model to imitate because the datasets are created from by new expert which also has limited visibility same as what is known to the policy model. A contributing factor for Ex datasets is that a part of the datasets scenarios are generated from baseline IDM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>ResNet34 Training Loss</th>
<th>ResNet34 Development Loss</th>
<th>ConvNeXt-Base Training Loss</th>
<th>ConvNeXt-Base Development Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In regards to the backbone models, both ResNet34 and ConvNeXt have comparable performance. But still, when takeing a deep look into the loss values of the ResNet34 backbone model it is observed that validation loss is above the training loss. This is a sign of overfitting. Whereas, the ConvNeXt-base model does not have a high difference between the training and validation losses. The training curves of the E1 dataset for ResNet34 and ConvNeXt-base are shown in figure 5.4 as a sample. The training curves are create with MLFlow framework. It is evident that for the dataset E1, the overall validation loss is at the end above the training loss for ResNet34, and ConvNeXt validation loss settles slightly below than train loss. This effect is observed in all the loss components used. The result is a model that can be trained well based on the of the new features generated from extended IDM. Thus, ConvNeXt is selected as the suitable backbone which can handle the feature from the expert that has limited visibility.

Overall, when using the datasets generated from Extended IDM with object filter and additional visibility layer has shown a good improvement in the policy in handling the occlusions of the environment. It is highly evident from the corresponding loss values. Additionally, the training
losses of ConvNeXt-base and ResNet34 are comparable. ConvNeXt has shown a stable training when fitted into the multi-task policy model. This selection is justified in detail with the evaluation results discussed in chapter 6.

**Figure 5.4:** Loss Curves of ResNet34 and ConvNeXt-Base Policy Models Trained with E1 Dataset.
5.3 Policy Training

5.3.3 Hyperparameter Optimization

The model performance strongly depends on the optimal setting of internal hyperparameters [25, 50]. In our case, the policy model is a multi-task network where manual tuning of the parameters is not desirable. Hyperparameter optimization (HPO) plays a major role in automatic tuning of the model parameters. The validation of the performance of machine learning algorithms can be modelled as a function of their hyperparameters. The HPO problem is then defined as finding the hyperparameter setting that minimizes this objective function. In this thesis, Bayesian Optimization and Hyperband (BOHB) algorithm is used for optimizing the hyperparameters. The BOHB algorithm is described in detail as follows.

BOHB [16] is a well-known hyperparameter optimization approach. It incorporates Hyperband [45] and Bayesian Optimization [63] concepts. According to Falkner et al. [38], BOHB makes progress more quickly than vanilla Bayesian optimization and random search approaches. It has been shown to produce superior results than Hyperband and random search. The components of the BOHB technique is discussed as follows.

Bayesian Optimization (BO) models the objective function using a probabilistic model based on a set of previously observed data points [16]. BO identifies improved configurations using an acquisition function depending on the present model. The acquisition function can be used to adjust the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. BO takes time to establish a good model in the beginning. As the budget grows, the model acquires more and more knowledge about the search space. In general, BO requires high budgets to find optimal parameters. On smaller budgets, Hyperband (HB) is the best suitable HPO approach that uses cheap-to-evaluate approximations of the objective function. HB uses Successive Halving (SH) [36] to find the optimal configuration. SH examines \( n \) randomly sampled configurations with limited budget and retains the best half while doubling the other half.

BOHB combines the advantages of BO and HB in an efficient way. It follows HB’s method of selecting budgets and continues to employ SH but utilizes a BO component to perform the random sampling to guide the search. In a nutshell, BOHB uses HB to build a model and BO to choose a new configuration based on previously evaluated configurations. In the beginning, BOHB uses HB’s method of swiftly assessing many configurations on a little budget. This enables BOHB to quickly find and refine the selected configurations, resulting in a strong final performance of BOHB. BOHB evaluates many configurations in each iteration, each of which can run separately on multiple workers, allowing BOHB to make efficient and effective use of parallel resources. This can help to accelerate the optimization process. As a result, in addition to the desiderata that is satisfied by BO and HB, BOHB follows the simplicity and computational efficiency making it a robust, flexible and scalable HPO method. Thus, BOHB is used for optimizing our behavior planning policy model.

The hyperparameters of the baseline policy model is already optimized using BOHB method. The internal hyperparameters like: learning rate, weight decay, learning rate scheduler are tuned. The optimization is executed for the new policy model with ConvNeXt-base backbone as well. As a results, it is inferred that the default hyperparameters which are tuned for ResNet34 backbone, fits the best for ConvNeXt backbone as well. Hence, the policies are trained using default hyperparameters that are specified in section 5.3.
5.4 Summary

In summary, this chapter elaborates on the procedure for generating rollouts from IDM model using simulation simulation. Subsequently, the dataset generation process is also explained. Five types of trainings datasets are generated from baseline and extended IDM rollouts. As a next step, using the generated datasets as inputs, the two versions of policy models are trained, one with ResNet34 and other with ConvNeXt-base as backbone. The performances of policy models are compared based on their training results. It turns out that the behavior planning architecture is more efficient with ConvNeXt backbone especially for handling the datasets from extended IDM that has limited visibility. The statement on ConvNeXt is further justified with even more results during experimental evaluation in an occlusion environment which is discussed in the next chapter.
6 Evaluation

Various evaluation studies are conducted to verify the performances of extended IDM as well as the new policy model. The research questions [RQ3] and [RQ6] are addressed through detailed experimental evaluation of the IDM and the policy model using various datasets. Initially, the scenarios used for closed-loop evaluation are described. Followed by that, the evaluation metrics and their corresponding importance are specified. At first an ablation study is conducted with the expert IDM models. Next, the influence of training datasets over the policy model is closely examined by evaluating the policy model with default and occlusion environment. Finally, the chapter ends with presenting the visual results.

6.1 Evaluation Scenarios

The evaluation experiments are performed using highway-env simulation environment in a closed loop setup. All the experiments are conducted using uniform scenarios. The scenarios are defined in the simulation environment using the scenario generator accompanied with the simulation environment. The roundabout road network, the initial and target speeds and number of vehicles to be simulated are configured via scenario generator. Out of the various driving scenarios the one's that are mainly considered for evaluating the occlusion handling ability are categorized into three types:

6.1.1 Scenario Empty

Second scenario used to test the drivability of the ego vehicle is empty. For this purpose, an empty roundabout highway scenario is generated in which no other vehicles are available. The initial position of the ego vehicle is randomly selected on one of the four possible pathways of the roundabout.

6.1.2 Scenario Yielding

Yielding is the scenario, in which the roundabout has ego along with other controlled vehicles in it. In this case, the ego approaching the roundabout might have same route as the other vehicles and it must yield before the junction to avoid collisions and to obey the traffic rules. Here, the initial position of the ego vehicle is selected on any of the four pathways.
6 Evaluation

6.1.3 Scenario General

First scenario is general, which simulates the traffic situation on a busy roundabout, where the ego’s behavior depends on the other traffic participants. Here, interaction with other road users is particularly important. The distribution of general scenario is a combination of all other scenarios for example, empty, yielding and yielding-preceding. The topology again consists of a four way roundabout, where both the initial position of the ego vehicle as well other vehicles are selected randomly. The other traffic participants are controller by IDM.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics

The models both IDM and policy are evaluated on the basis of four different evaluation points (KPIs). The KPIs are used based on there performance categories: success, safety and comfort metrics. Safety is ensured with collision ratio and off-road driving ratio metrics. The KPIs represent the mean value of the metric on a single rollout episode, where the mean is taken over the distribution of scenarios. The confidence interval of the results are represented with underlying distributions are normal, binomial and poisson distributions. Normal distribution is the default case and it is used for continuous observations. Binomial distributions is supported in case of binary events that may or may not happen in a rollout (i.e., only values 0 or 1 are taken). Whereas, poisson is mainly used for counting the number of discrete events in rollouts. Furthermore, KPI distributions are calculated with 95% confidence interval. Hence, the resultant metrics will have a mean value along with the confidence interval.

In this thesis various experiments are conducted for evaluation. There are two category of evaluations performed: (1) Expert evaluation and (2) Policy Evaluation. All these experiments are evaluated using four KPI metrics of different categories mentioned earlier.

6.2.1 Success Ratio

Success ratio determines the percentage of the runs where the ego (car) successfully reached the goal. This metric takes into account both collisions and time-outs. This is a metric specific to special driving cases like roundabout. To calculate the success rate, a start and end points are defined for each case, such as start at several meters before entering a roundabout, and end at several meters after passing through it. We compares all the versions of expert models 4.4 and policy models under success ratio metric.

Here, the success ratio is measured based on certain criteria that defines the objective. Major objectives in the evaluations are: reach the destination point. For each experiment the proportion of rollouts i.e., trials that satisfied the objectives are measured against total number of rollouts. Additionally, success ratio is also affected by the safety criteria like crash (or collision) and off-road driving behaviors. Success ratio is measured using binomial distribution of whether the objective is satisfied or not.
6.2.2 Collision Ratio

Collision ratio is a measure of safety of the method. In this case, the definition is little different with the metric defined in [14], where they classify the collision events with respect to different kinds of objects such as vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians. In this thesis, a collision event means collision to other vehicles. Since we do not have pedestrians and bicycles in our environment. Collision ratio is also measured based on binomial distribution. If a crash or collision with other vehicle is observed then collision rate is incremented. The resultant metric indicates proportion of rollouts ended in collision.

6.2.3 Off-Road Ratio

This KPI measures the number of times ego goes off the road from the driving lane. It also comes under safety metric and follows binomial distribution by nature.

6.2.4 Maximum Deceleration during Braking

The fourth KPI falls under the category of comfort metric that is maximum deceleration during braking which is already discussed in detail 4.5.1. This metric can be seen as a measure of how hard the ego vehicle brakes before stopping in response to an observed traffic. This proposed metric measures the maximum of the braking accelerations calculated with two thresholds.

6.3 Expert Ablation Study

The IDM is the expert model used to produce set of demonstrations for training the policy model. In this work of handling occlusions in the roundabout environment, a set of enhancements are proposed to the IDM as stated in section 4.4 to enable the IDM to handle the limited visibility in the environment created by the presence of occlusions. Whereas, the default expert i.e., baseline IDM has full visibility of the environment and the objects present in it. The capability of baseline and Extended IDM to handle the limited visibility is analysed by an extensive ablation study. For the purpose of ablation study, a third version of IDM is used called as limited-visibility IDM. The characteristic of limited-visibility IDM is that it has the visibility to a limited set of vehicles in the environment. In simple terms, the limited-visibility IDM is evaluated in the occlusion environment. Overall, three IDM models are taken into consideration for evaluation in which only the baseline IDM is evaluated in the default fully visible environment. Whereas, the extended and limited-visibility IDM’s are exposed to occlusion environment.

For a fair comparison, all three IDM models are evaluated in closed loop simulation using same KPIs. Evaluations are performed for three test scenarios mentioned in section 6.1 using the metrics specified in section 6.2. Out of the three scenarios yielding is the main focus when dealing with occluded environment. As we are aiming to achieve the human driver behavior of slowing down and crawling in case of occlusions, yielding scenario deals with the similar behavior as desired.
Figure 6.1 shows the results of success and comfort metrics of three expert models corresponding to each test scenario. As none of the three expert models faced collisions or off-road driving in any of the scenarios, safety metric category is ignored as they remains zero for all three models.

The x and y axis of the plots are model type and KPI values respectively. Each plot describes the output distribution with a confidence interval of 95% with the mean value indicated as a point on the line. By analysis, the mean value of success ratio of all three expert models are the same in all the test scenarios but with varying confidence interval. This result on success ratio demanded the need for a new proposed metric called Maximum deceleration during braking ($\text{m/s}^2$) as defined in 4.5.1. On analysing this new metric, it is evident that the Extended IDM in the yielding scenario has a lower maximum deceleration value as it brakes smoothly when it knows about the limited visibility zone while traveling through the trigger zone. Meanwhile, baseline and limited-visibility experts brakes hard causing driving discomfort in the yielding scenario. In case of empty scenario when there are no traffic participants in the roundabout environment, baseline and limited-visibility experts has lower deceleration, as empty scenario doesn’t make a difference in default and occlusion environment. But, the extended-IDM has a higher metric value comparatively. The main reason is that the expert is being more careful while approaching the roundabout with occlusions irrespective of the number of vehicles in the environment. Due to such alertness of the extended-IDM expert, it slows down inside the trigger zone while approaching the roundabout as it realizes that limited visibility of the environment. Hence, the performance of the extended-IDM is tested using the maximum deceleration during braking KPI and it is proven to handle the occluded environment similar to the human driver which is the desired behavior.

![Figure 6.1: Results of Expert Ablation Study.](image)

### 6.4 Policy Model Evaluation

The policy model trained using demonstrations from expert model are evaluated using closed loop simulation technique. Here the policy model is driving the agent forward, hence this is a closed-loop evaluation setting. The evaluations are carried out for three test scenarios as discussed already. During the simulation, we assess the success, safety and comfort specific metrics as mentioned in section 6.2. When it comes to occlusion handling, yielding is the most important test scenario. The
main goal is to create the best performing policy model that can handle occlusions in the simulation environment. The techniques proposed in this thesis, is expected to perform as good as the baseline policy model, which is trained with a complete visibility of the environment.

Various evaluation experiments are conducted using different backbone models like: ResNet34 (baseline), ResNet50, MobileNet-v2, EfficientNet-B0 and ConvNeXt-base. Among them, the ConvNeXt showed a better performance based on the results from section 5.3.2. Hence, the discussions are narrowed down to baseline policy model using ResNet34 backbone and enhanced policy model using ConvNeXt-base backbone.

6.4.1 Comparison of ResNet34 and ConvNeXt

The baseline policy model uses the ResNet34 as an important module in the model architecture, which makes it possible to process top-down grid images. The advantage of ConvNeXt is that it can make use of images with more channels and produce a transformed one-dimensional image in the latent space with more accuracy. The following shows that this advantage also has a positive effect on the learned policy. For this purpose, two network architectures trained using three datasets (B0, E1 and E2) under same conditions are compared with each other.

Figure 6.2 shows the evaluation of the two architectures in a closed loop simulation. The figure illustrates the success ratio of two versions of policy models for three types of datasets i.e., B0, E1 and E2. Here, the evaluation under occlusion environment with yielding scenario is illustrated. In general, the baseline of ConvNeXt is better than the ResNet34 baseline, which means ConvNeXt has more ability to handle the occlusion environment even without any careful demonstration from the expert.

With respect to the datasets based on Extended IDM (E1 and E2), though ConvNeXt failed to produce good results with E1, it is able to restore its baseline performance with E2 when a visibility layer is added to the new expert rollouts. Meanwhile, with ResNet34 backbone, only object filter (E1) has enhanced the model performance against its baseline. But when an additional visibility channel is added to its data (E2), the performance drops, which shows it cannot perform the task of occlusion handling more successfully.
Overall, the architecture with the ConvNeXt on an average results in more points on success ratio. This shows that the architecture generally works better with the ConvNeXt. In addition, it can be concluded that the selection of the architecture, as concluded in section 5.3.2, is justified. The reason behind the conclusion is that the ConvNeXt can process the grid features as input even better than ResNet34. The performance difference between both the backbone is not very large, but still in this case it makes sense to use a ConvNeXt in combination with the grid images for a better efficiency.

### 6.4.2 Influence of Training Data

The policy model learns from the demonstration data in imitation learning. They have a significant impact on the model’s output in this regard. The demonstration data in this scenario consists of simulated data and a few percentage of real data from roundabout environment.

The policy model with ConvNeXt backbone is trained with different compositions of training data, as discussed in section 5.3. Policies are evaluated in default and occlusion environment under three different test scenarios. Evaluations are compared using four different metrics. The goal of this ablation study is to better understand how different components of training data affect policy model performance. The target of policy evaluation is to see if an enhanced dataset with more useful information can produce the same quantitative results as its expert model. Initially the evaluations with default environment is discussed and then observations with occlusion environment is elaborated.

#### Evaluation in Default Environment

At first the policy model with ConvNeXt backbone is evaluated in default environment which has no occlusions in the roundabout. As the distribution of general scenario in the highway-env is the combination of interactive and non-interactive scenarios, the discussion starts with evaluation in general scenario. Figure 6.3 shows the evaluation results with general scenario for three KPIs. The metrics of all five datasets are presented. It is observed that, there is no rollouts ending in off road driving. Also only reasons for unsuccessful rollouts are collisions and policy being getting stuck. The success ratio is dropped by few percentage for B0, B1 and B2 due to collisions. While the policy trained on E1 got stuck and has less success percentage. Whereas, the policy trained with E2 gives a full success ratio in general. In regards to the driving comfort, E1 shows hard braking with high metric value, it is mainly due to the policy getting stuck. Based on the results form B2 and E2, it is also observed that by adding visibility layer to the dataset gives more comfort to driving compared to B1 and E2 respectively.
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Scenario General

Figure 6.3: ConvNeXt Policy Evaluation with General Scenario in Default Environment.
With empty scenario, where are no traffic participants, except the model trained with E1, all other configurations enables the policy model to drive towards the destination successfully for all the trials. With E1 again the model got stuck and stands still resulting in timeout of the simulation episode. This timeout behavior also reflected in its maximum deceleration value showing a very hard braking behavior. Whereas, other dataset configurations of the policy yields a comparable metric values. This is illustrated in figure 6.4.

In case of yielding test scenario, B0, B1 and B2 faces a failure due to collision. Only the extended IDM based datasets showcases a good performance in terms of success ratio. Hence, the focus is mainly on E1 and E2 in this case. The maximum deceleration of the E1 is same as its corresponding extended IDM as described in figure 6.1. By using a visibility layer (E2), the driving gets even more smoother during braking. This shows the importance of visibility layer added to the grid images in improving the comfort of driving. Overall, though the extended IDM based policy models loses a little with success ratio, gives more comfort to drive.

After analysing the influence of each dataset for the three test scenario. We could conclude that the Bx series of datasets are generated from baseline IDM rollouts has more privileged information about the environment than what the policy have at the test time. Whereas, the extended IDM based datasets (E1 and E2) ensure that the policy has same field of view as that of its expert model. This is more similar to the realistic data and makes sense to use these datasets for training the model. Also they ensures that the policy imitates the expert better. Hence, it is more helpful to focus on the realistic datasets as there is no domain gap between environment from which the data is collected and the environment that is used for testing.

On the whole, in case of default environment evaluation, the results are comparable expect for E1. In most cases, the performance of the baseline model is almost restored.
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Figure 6.4: ConvNeXt Policy Evaluation with Empty Scenario in Default Environment.
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Figure 6.5: ConvNeXt Policy Evaluation with Yielding Scenario in Default Environment.
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Evaluation in Occlusion Environment

As a next step the policy model with ConvNeXt backbone is evaluated using occlusion environment. Here, the environment uses the occlusion algorithm defined in section 4.3 to induce limited visibility zones in the roundabout. First the general test scenario is described in figure 6.6. Based on the results, policy trained with Bx datasets shows good performance in reaching the objective. While the policy with E1 and E2 dataset configurations fails resulting in reduced success ratio. The reason is that the policy with datasets that generated from extended IDM model gets stuck inside occlusion zone. Another observation is that except B2 all others shows comparable results with respect to maximum deceleration during braking KPI. In this case, B2 with baseline IDM rollouts and masked objects lists shows slow braking behavior.

With empty scenario as seen in figure 6.7, where there is no other vehicles in roundabout, all the policy configurations shows good performance except E1. Again in this case, the reason behind E1’s failure is not due to collision or off-road driving but it gets stuck and stands still until timeout. This also affects its maximum deceleration value during braking. While, other policy versions retain a similar metric value during braking.

In yielding test case, baseline (B0) and E2 has good performance in terms of success. Here, all the models shows 1% of collision. And also there is no off road driving at any case. From the comfort metric also it is observed that the extended IDM with visibility layer config showcases more comfort than baseline in yielding. It is to be noted that the model trained with E2 can restore the same performance as its baseline model in all the scenarios, by strictly following its expert demonstrations. The results are described in figure 6.8.

Overall, in case of evaluation with occlusion environment, the collisions are reduced when compared to default environment. After observing the results from both the environment BX versions of datasets are not recommended in handling a driving behavior in occluded environment. As they have a strong domain gap that the policy faces during test time. There are also some failure case, that is the success ratio of E1 is low in all the test scenarios. This failure cases are elaborated in section 6.6.

Therefore, the policy model with ConvNeXt backbone, is shown to have reproduced the extended IDM’s behavior is most of the cases when visibility layer configuration is added. It is also proven that the model gives more comfort in driving through an occluded environment. It justifies the previously stated fact that the policy with E2 dataset has enough information about the environment same as what its expert has during generating demonstrations for training dataset. Thus E2 seems to be a more realistic dataset for the occlusion environment.
Figure 6.6: ConvNeXt Policy Evaluation with General Scenario in Occlusion Environment.
Figure 6.7: ConvNeXt Policy Evaluation with Empty Scenario in Occlusion Environment.
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Figure 6.8: ConvNeXt Policy Evaluation with Yielding Scenario in Occlusion Environment.

6.5 Visual Evaluation

In qualitative examination, the enhanced dataset with visibility layer are to be examined closely. For this purpose, a yielding scenario is generated as a sample with the help of which the imitation learning-based behavior planning model is examined in more detail.
Figure 6.9: Visual Results of Policy Evaluation in Occlusion Environment.

Figure 6.9 shows the visual results of the ConvNeXt based policy model evaluation in occlusion environment. The images are generated from the grid video of the environment. A sample of frames are included in the figure to show the behavior of policy model. Figure 6.9(a) shows that the policy (referred as ego) is driving towards the roundabout junction with high speed. The pink line indicates the intended route for the ego to travel while, the blue dots are the predicted waypoints output of the model. In figure 6.9(b), the policy model approaching the roundabout is slowing down. It is very well observed from the changes in the waypoints pattern. This is mainly because the ego realized the presence of occlusion region towards its right that hinders its visibility to the environment. In case of figure 6.9(c), the ego vehicle decelerates having known about the limited visibility region. In the image (d), a third red vehicle comes out of the occlusion region which further causes the ego to yield in order to obey the static priority rules. In the image (e), the ego almost reaches a zero velocity state and stands still inside the trigger zone, until it gets a full visibility of the environment. In figure 6.9(f), ego gets a full visibility of the environment as the occlusion zone disappears. In this case, ego is out of the trigger zone and is waiting near the junction for the priority vehicles inside roundabout to pass-by. Finally, once the ego finds that its path is free to drive, it accelerates and drives through the roundabout by following the intended path. This scenario is illustrated in figures 6.9(g) and (h).

On the whole, it is inferred that the policy model trained with more realistic E2 dataset is able to handle the occlusion environment more carefully while retaining the driving comfort. In other words, the policy model is very much able to imitate the expert’s behavior which is more similar to a human driver.
6 Evaluation

6.6 Failure Cases

The proposed methodology is not perfect, there are still collisions and timeout behavior observed during evaluations, especially with E1 version of the dataset. Some of the failure cases are analyzed and the causes are discussed here.

The model trained with extended IDM dataset (E1) gets stuck inside the trigger zone when it sees an occluded region present in the roundabout. Due to this the ego stands still a few meters away from the roundabout, as a result the simulation gets timeout. Such behavior from the ego can also be considered as a side effect of careful driving that is demonstrated by the extended IDM. The main root cause of the timeout issue is that there is a distribution mismatch in the data. The policy is facing a situation in which the ego vehicle is standing still for no reason even without any traffic. It is unable to handle this situation. This is because the expert model i.e., extended IDM which is used to generate the training data has never faced a scenario where the ego has to stop for no reason even when there is no other vehicle inside the roundabout. As a result of this distribution mismatch, the policy was unable to showcase a good performance. So it is recommended to induce such exceptional scenarios in the simulation environment and generate a new dataset. Such new datasets generated with necessary perturbations has enough knowledge to mitigate the issue of timeout. Additionally, steps has to be taken to mitigate the smaller percentage of collisions that is observed in certain cases during evaluations.

6.7 Summary

The results of evaluation experiments are summarized here. The scenarios used for closed evaluation of expert and policy models are detailed. The KPIs essential for quantitative evaluation of the models are explained in detailed. Especially, the new KPI metric on maximum deceleration during braking has served its purpose during detailed evaluation of expert and policy models. First, an ablation study is performed with three versions of expert models. As a result, the extended IDM is proved to have more comfort than the baseline IDM. Next, the policy models trained using five datasets are evaluated with default and occlusion environments. In both the environment, extended IDM based datasets shows a performances comparable to their corresponding baseline models in yielding scenario. Though there are certain performance drops in general and empty scenarios, they do not contribute much to the occlusion handling behavior. Thus, the policy with ConvNeXt is shown to have good performance by restoring the baseline model’s performance even with the presence of occlusion zones in the roundabout environment. Overall, the comfort metric played a critical role in narrowing down to the good policy model that can handle the occlusions better. Finally, we observed the following the failure case of timeout behavior in the policy model. The root cause of this failure are analysed and possible solutions to resolve the failure case are discussed.
7 Conclusion

A detailed summary of the contributions to this thesis are discussed in this chapter. The conclusions drawn from this thesis are elaborated, which answers the research questions mentioned in section 3.5. In addition, suggestions of some possible future extensions of this topic are specified.

7.1 Summary

Handling occlusions caused by static and dynamic objects are crucial for a behavior planner to navigate through the roundabout environment. In this thesis work, the importance and complexity of the occluded regions in the roundabout driving scenario is elaborated. The benefits of end-to-end planning method in enabling future self-driving vehicles were discussed. Initially, a detailed overview about the existing behavior planning framework is explained. It is observed that the expert and policy models in the baseline has complete visibility to the roundabout in the simulation environment. This is because the underlying highway-env simulation which is used in generating training data and testing of the learned models has no occlusions present in it.

The thesis formulates a methodology to extend the baseline behavior planning framework to handle the roundabout environment with occlusions. As a part of the proposed methodology, an idea is devised to include the occlusion regions in the roundabout simulation environment. A strategic approach is used in narrowing down the possible regions that could be occluded when an ego vehicle tries to enter into the roundabout. It is also verified that by applying the newly devised algorithm, the simulation environment is induced with occluded regions near to the junctions inside the roundabout similar to a real world scenario. With this occlusion algorithm, the first research question [RQ1] is answered.

In a attempt to solve the second question [RQ2], the expert model in the baseline framework is evaluated to verify if it has any performance degradation. For this purpose, a new KPI called as maximum deceleration during braking is developed to evaluate the performance based on driving comfort of the expert. When evaluated with this new KPI, the baseline expert is found to produce a stronger braking behavior in the presence of occlusions which leads to a severe driving discomfort. In order to solve this problem, a set of enhancements are made to the baseline expert resulting in a new extended IDM. The extended IDM is enable to hallucinate about the spawned vehicles inside the active occlusion zones and it checks for the static priority rules for the hallucinated and reduced vehicles lists. Additionally, the extended IDM is also made to creep forward whenever it stands inside the trigger zone for no valid reason. With this enhancements the extended IDM is again validated using the new KPI metric and it is found to produce smoother braking behavior and gives a better comfort while driving through an environment with occlusions. Such proposed extensions solves the second research question.
The new devised comfort metric plays a predominant role in evaluating the performance of extended IDM. The answer to question [RQ3] is obtained by performing the ablation study on the expert model using KPIs. For this purpose, three IDM models are taken: baseline, limited visibility and extended IDM. Where, only the baseline IDM is tested with a fully visible environment. The results of the ablation study clearly proves that extended IDM has an upper hand in driving through the occluded roundabout with more comfort when compared to other expert models.

The baseline and extended IDM models are used to generate the dataset for training the planner model. As the policy model does not have enough knowledge to understand the reduced set of object lists present in the new dataset generated from extended IDM, an additional information is encoded to it. This information is provided by adding a feature channel consisting of the positions of visible and invisible regions of the roundabout environment. This new feature channel is rendered along with the grid images and serves as the input data to the policy model. Different versions of datasets are generated using configurations such as, with and without object filter and/or visibility layer. Eventually a new backbone with ConvNeXt is adapted to handle the enhanced features of the input dataset. An extensive training of the policy models are performed. The trained policies are then evaluated in both default and occlusion environments. The evaluations are performed using metrics like, success ratio, collision ratio and maximum deceleration during braking. The evaluation experiments are executed mainly with general, empty and yielding scenarios. As a result, a detailed analysis is made to understand the influence of training data in enabling the policy to imitate the expert. The evaluation results in the occlusion environment proved that the ConvNeXt-based architecture is able to restore the performance of the baseline framework when trained with a dataset from extended IDM along with encoded visibility information i.e., E2. The main reason behind this results is that, the E2 dataset is generated from the extended expert has limited visibility in the environment. This is more similar to the realistic datasets generated from real world occluded roundabout environment. Thus, in this case the extended IDM has limited field of view to the environment, whereas the policy model also has same limited visibility during test time. Therefore, there is no domain gap between the data used for training and the information available during testing of the planner. With this finding, the final research question [RQ4] is successfully answered. The resultant work is of course not free from failure cases. The failure cases observed during policy evaluations are due to time outs. The root cause of this time out problem is discussed and possible solutions are also specified.

7.2 Future Work

The possible improvements and extensions of the thesis work could be as follows:

- The trained behavior planning policy model faces some form of failure cases due to distribution mismatch with the data. A solution to resolve this failure case could be to synthesize relevant perturbations in the simulation environment and generate an enhanced dataset with more knowledge to train the behavior planning model.

- The complete training and evaluations are performed using simulation environment. The trained planner is directly suitable to be plugged into any existing perception and control system in the vehicle. But a dedicated vehicle testing has to be done for a more detailed analysis in order to verify if the policy can generalize well to handle the real world situations.
This also helps in testing robustness of the planner by exposing to the dynamically estimated occlusions. As the real-time occlusions can be bit more noisy, it is essential to verify if the behavior planner can handle such noise.

- In this thesis work, only random rotation is used as an augmentation technique. Though it achieves an impressive performance improvement, it cannot handle the bias in probability distributions. Hence a special data augmentation methods could be adapted to enhance policy behavior of imitating the expert in real world scenarios.

- When the proposed behavior planning framework is used in the vehicle system. There are chances where the real-time datasets like drone dataset are used for training. Such datasets are collected from an expert which as a complete visibility of the environment form top-down view. Here the expert has more privileged information. Whereas, the policy model trained with such dataset can be evaluated only by driving through the environment. In such case, the policy has a different field of view during test time. Therefore, an attempt could be made to propose an approach that can handle this domain difference between training and testing information in a generic manner.

- Further enhancements could be performed in the direction of proposing a method that can enable the prediction head to handle the invisible zones in the environment.
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